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Quanton Weekly Communications, Week 24 

Quanton Trading Teams 

 

Former VTB banker Riccardo Orcel has taken a new role as chairman of London-based 

agricultural trader Quanton Commodities. Orcel will work closely with CEO Antonini on his 

plans to raise growth capital ahead of a possible listing of Quanton down the line. (Reuters) 

 

Grains: 

Indian food ministry official: India has ample stocks of rice and there is no 

plan to restrict exports. (Reuters) 

UAE has ordered a four-month suspension in exports and re-exports of 

wheat and wheat flour originating from India. (Reuters) 

Northern Italian regions risk losing up to half their agricultural output due to 

a drought, as lakes and rivers across much of Italy start to run dangerously 

low, jeopardising irrigation. (Reuters) 

An exceptionally early heatwave in France and Spain may further stress 

wheat crops after a dry spring though an expected easing in temperature 

and showers across the region this month should avert large crop losses. 

(Reuters) 

Much of France will experience an "unprecedented" heatwave this week with 

temperatures expected to peak at 40°C. (Agricensus) 

France's main grain export hubs – the ports of Rouen and the Atlantic port of 

La Pallice – have reported a slow pace of grain exports as importers took a 

wait-and-see attitude. (Agricensus) 

Thai rice export prices fell this week on subdued demand and a slide in the 

domestic currency, while traders in Bangladesh awaited supply from 

neighboring India after heavy rains damaged crops. Thailand's 5% broken 

rice prices fell to $430-$440/mt from $450-$460 last week. (Reuters) 

Ukraine and Russia: 

European countries will consider providing temporary granaries to Ukraine, 

which faces a shortage of silos for new grain crop. Ukraine harvest could fall 

to around 65 million tonnes of grain and oilseed this year from 106 million 

tonnes in 2021 due to the Russian invasion. (Reuters) 

Ukraine farms facing difficulties: crops vulnerable to fire caused by shelling, 

attacks to ports and facilities, fuel and fertiliser shortage, sea blockade, etc.  

Ukraine's agriculture minister: Russia's invasion of Ukraine will create a 

global wheat shortage for at least three seasons by keeping much of the 

Ukrainian crop from markets, pushing prices to record levels. (Reuters) 

Ukraine has established two routes through Poland and Romania to export 

grain and avert a global food crisis although bottlenecks have slowed the 

supply chain. (Reuters) 
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France is unwilling to make concessions to Russia and wants Ukraine to win 

the war against Moscow's invading forces with its territorial integrity restored. 

(Reuters) 

France's president saw little chance of an agreement with Russia for now to 

get grain out the Ukrainian port of Odesa, but said there were talks to 

regenerate rail routes linking Odesa to the Danube in Romania as an 

alternative. (Reuters) 

The pace of Russian wheat exports accelerated compared with the previous 

week, rising 46% as Middle East buyers began tender shipments. 

(Agricensus) 

Russian-flagged ships have been carrying grain harvested in Ukraine last 

season and transported it to Syria, U.S. satellite imagery company Maxar 

showed. (Reuters) 

U.S. Agriculture Secretary: temporary silos on Ukraine's border would be 

intended to prevent Russia from stealing Ukrainian grain and make sure the 

country's winter harvest is not lost due to a lack of storage. (Reuters) 

Russia was facilitating the export of grain and oilseeds from Ukraine through 

Russian-held transit points on the Azov Sea, without explaining who was 

providing the cargoes for export. (Reuters) 

Russia has offered "safe passage" for Ukraine grain shipments from Black 

Sea ports but is not responsible for establishing the corridors, and Turkey 

suggested that ships could be guided around sea mines. (Reuters) 

Ukraine ignored a Russian ultimatum to surrender the eastern city of 

Sievierodonetsk, as the United States announced more weapons for Kyiv, 

which warned that arms deliveries were taking too long. (Reuters) 

Putin agreed in a phone call with Xi Jinping to expand cooperation in energy, 

finance and industry as Moscow faces unprecedented Western sanctions 

over Ukraine. (Reuters) 

Ukraine moved a step closer to membership of the European Union Friday 

after the Commission gave its backing to the candidacy. (Agricensus) 

Ukraine’s agriculture ministry has high hopes that a European trading 

platform, GrainLane, will facilitate logistics in exporting Ukrainian grain to EU 

member states. (Agricensus) 

Ukraine has declared that 585,114 mt of corn was exported during the June 

1-15 period. (Agricensus) 

Oilseeds and meals: 

India's palm oil imports in May fell 10% from a month ago as top producer 

Indonesia curbed exports. 514,022 mt of palm oil in May, down from 

572,508 mt in April. India's soyoil imports in May jumped 37% from a month 

ago to 373,043 mt, while sunflower oil imports more than doubled to 

118,482 mt. (Reuters) 

Malaysian companies from palm oil plantations to semiconductor makers 

are refusing orders and forgoing billions in sales, hampered by a shortage of 

more than a million workers that threatens the country's economic recovery. 
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The Indonesian government has increased the palm oil export quota to 2.25 

million mt, from an earlier quota of around 1 million mt. (Agricensus) 

Ukraine's exports of sunseeds, sunoil, and sunmeal are increasing, with 

Turkey the main buyer of sunflower oil and soybeans in June. (Agricensus) 

Global agribusiness major Cargill is set to close its oilseed crushing plant 

located in Hull, UK in December 2022. (Agricensus) 

Indonesian President announced a cabinet reshuffle on Wednesday, sacking 

the trade minister and announcing a replacement following controversy over 

a series of policy reversals on palm oil exports. (Reuters) 

Ukrainian oil processing plants are on the verge of shutting down amid 

burgeoning oversupply of sunflower meals. (Agricensus) 

Malaysia has kept its crude palm oil (CPO) export tax for July at the current 

maximum rate of 8%. (Agricensus) 

Canadian weekly grain exports dropped 48% in the week ending June 12, 

with rapeseed (canola) observing a significant 116% increase. (Agricensus) 

Coffee, Cocoa, Sugar: 

French sugar and ethanol maker Cristal Union promised farmers high prices 

for their 2023 sugar beet harvest in a bid to secure supplies at a time when 

the crop is less attractive, confident it can pass rising costs and higher 

prices to clients. (Reuters) 

India is likely to impose a ceiling on sugar exports for a second straight year 

starting this October, aiming to ensure ample domestic supplies and keep a 

lid on local prices. India could cap exports of sugar at 6 - 7 mmt in the 

2022/23 October-September season. (Reuters) 

Meat: 

Indonesia will launch a nationwide livestock vaccination programme, its 

agriculture ministry said on Monday, as the number of cattle infected with 

foot and mouth disease surged to more than 151,000. (Reuters) 

Extreme heat and humidity killed thousands of cattle in Kansas in recent 

days, the state said, and sizzling temperatures continue to threaten livestock. 

(Reuters) 

China to start the 12th round of frozen pork buying this year June 17 for 

40,000 mt.  

World: 

The United Nations World Food Programme said it had suspended some 

food aid in South Sudan due to a funding shortage - heightening the risk of 

starvation for 1.7 million people. (Reuters) 

Britain, one of the main opponents to waiving intellectual property rights for 

COVID-19 vaccines, praised a draft agreement and expressed hope a deal 

would be reached at the World Trade Organization (WTO) this week. India, 

South Africa and other developing countries have sought a waiver of IP 

rights for vaccines. (Reuters) 
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Following the legalisation of Marijuana, Bangkok cannabis pop-up truck 

proves popular with tourists. (Reuters) 

Thailand hastily issued a raft of new regulations for cannabis use this week 

after a long-planned decriminalisation raised alarm at the potential for 

unchecked use of the substance anywhere and by anyone - including 

children. (Reuters) 

Britain set out its first national food strategy, focused on increasing domestic 

output of some produce to boost food security while rejecting a 

recommendation to tackle obesity with new taxes on salt and sugar in 

processed food. Boris: New taxes to tackle obesity would push up the costs 

of living at a time when global food prices are spiking. (Reuters) 

Egypt Finance Minister: crude oil prices staying at $122 per barrel will cost 

the Egyptian budget $7.2 billion. (Reuters) 

Brazilian Petrobras it plans to hike fuel prices beginning on Saturday as the 

country grapples with soaring inflation ahead of elections later this year. 

(Reuters) 

The WTO on the first change to global trading rules in years as well as a 

deal to boost the supply of COVID-19 vaccines in a series of pledges that 

were heavy on compromise. (Reuters) 

Argentina's government announced new economic incentives for refining 

companies in an attempt to boost diesel imports and ease a weeks-long 

shortage, crucial to the agricultural sector. (Reuters) 

As commodities - from crude oil to sunflower oil - remain in short supply, 

Britain's Unilever has changed the ingredient makeup for some of its 

products like deodorants and packaged food to cut costs and mitigate 

supply constraints. (Reuters) 

 

Fertiliser: 

The US government is quietly encouraging agricultural and shipping 

companies to buy and carry more Russian fertilizer, according to people 

familiar with the efforts, as sanctions fears have led to a sharp drop in 

supplies, fueling spiraling global food costs. (Bloomberg) 

Freights: 

Dry bulk freight rates edged lower this week as the introduction of new 

Covid-19 restrictions in China. (Agricensus) 

Panamax Market: A week of positive sentiment with talk about a floor being 

found in both basins. There was fresh fronthaul enquiry from the Atlantic in 

turn improving bids, and along with this came talk that the trans- Atlantic 

rates being talked up, this has yet to transpire into physical fixtures, but 

sentiment remains firm from now. Similarly in the Asia, plentiful fresh enquiry 

ex-Indonesia appear to lend support in the Southeast Asia region and 

surrounding area with rates seemingly finding a floor, the next week or so 

are an interesting watch. 
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Panamax Index – 2862 (up 8.14 over last week) 

Panamax 4 TC – 24,421 (up 8.58 over last week) 

Panamax 5 TC – 25,757(up 8.13 % over last week) 

P2A (Continent/Far East) – 34,727 (up 5.72 % over last week) 

P6A (Singapore/ECSA RV) – 27,155 (up 5.54 % over last week) 

Supramax Market: Currently it seems the market will be in for a rebound, but 

there is no change to the fundamental story that demand growth remains 

below the rate of support growth. The market usually climbs at this time of 

the year, so the last couple of weeks' drop should serve as a clear sign and 

warning that fundamentals are headed in the wrong direction for ownes. The 

macro-picture is too weak. USG remained flat with little fresh support. 

Supramax Defeng was covered fora trip to South East Asia in the low USD 

20,000. Ultramax open Chitta was fixed trip via Indonesia to China at USD 

18,000. 

BSI 10TC – 27,139 (down 1.11 % over last week) 

S1B (Canakkale via Med-Bsea/China-S.Korea) – 22,742 (down 3.72 % over 

last week) 

S4B (Skaw-Passero/USG) – 17,054 (down 2.07 % over last week) 

Handy Market: The Handy market in the Atlantic remain under pressure due 

to an oversupply of tonnage, despite some busier activity later this week. 

ECSA was the exception, where the cargo list looks the largest in a while 

and rates look set to hold firm into July. In the Pacific, demand is also 

improving but rates have yet to meaningful push. 

BHSI 7 TC – 24,169 (down 5.54 % over last week) 

HS1 (Cont med-ECSA) – 16,350 (down 10.51 % over last week) 

HS3 (ECSA/Cont-Med) – 18,314 (down 8.05 % over last week) 

Tenders:  

Philippine’s San Miguel bought corn: 

- 60,000 mt, South America origin 

Jordan’s MIT bought wheat: 

- 60,000 mt, shipment Sep 

Jordan’s MIT bought barley: 

- 60,000 mt, shipment Sep 

Iran bought barley: 

- 120,000 mt, French origin 

Japan tenders for wheat: 

- 186,441 mt, shipment Aug and Oct 
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Last week: 

Jordan’s MIT bought barley: 

- 60,000 mt, shipment Sep 

Thailand’s TFMA cancels tender for feed wheat: 

- Price too high 

Philippine’s San Miguel bought corn: 

- 60,000 mt, 405 - 410 USD/mt CFR, South America origin 

Japan’s MAFF tenders for wheat: 

- 169,000 mt, shipment Aug-Oct 

South Korea’s FLC bought corn: 

- 367.45 USD/mt, LDC, Pakistan origin, shipment Jul-Aug 

Egypt’s GASC bought soyoil: 

- 49,500 mt, local source 

 

 

<End of document>  
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Transforming agricultural products in time, location and form sets the core of our 

business. For trading opportunities and general enquiries:  

Grains, animal feeds, oilseeds and meals:  

Luca Marangone, Senior Trader, marangone@quantoncommodities.com 

Bob S Xu, Trader, xu@quantoncommodities.com 

Paolo Tedesco, Trader, tedesco@quantoncommodities.com 

Soft commodities: 

Felix Cowling, Senior Trader, cowling@quantoncommodities.com 

Javier Lastanao, Senior Trader, lastanao@quantoncommodities.com 

Execution and freight:  

Magdalena Nowak, Execution Manager, nowak@quantoncommodities.com 

Shamim Ahmed, Shipping & Logistics Manager, 

ahmed@quantoncommodities.com 
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